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letters Other meanings And murders of the innocent. When she gets into trouble with mercenaries along the way, Samantha kills a dragon in revenge for killing her family. Her relentless journey has just begun. Samantha, a half-demon, half-dragon with powerful blue eyes, doesn't care if her battle with the evil dragon destroys everyone and everything around
her. She is the most important person of the dragons in the universe. After she settles in farnorth to start over, the Queen asks to meet her, setting in motion an extraordinary chain of events. As Samantha's way crosses with that of several characters, including a mercenary captain, an army general, and the Queen's wizard, she precariously balances
between good and evil as both sides fight for supremacy and their gods do everything in their power to have her. But as the war rages around her, Samantha is about to make a shocking discovery that changes everything. In this enduring fantasy story, a beautiful half-demon, half-dragon embarks on a mission to avenge her family's death where she quickly
realizes that nothing is as it seems. Chronicles of Freddy Anderson's Book 3. Freddy is still in the clutches of the alien kidnappers. His love is kidnapped and viciously taken away. She's in a deadly trap, and only a miracle can save her. Humans are now at war with a race that wants to destroy everything in its path and the earth is directly in the way. It's a
hard life when you're a super genius capable of many things, including using your thoughts in ways that others just dream of. Freddy Anderson used that ability to save the world from a world-beating catastrophe. But humanity is now at war. Aliens have attacked and captured many of our best people, including Freddy Anderson and are on their way back to
their home world. They are trying to extract from his mind information that will help them understand how humans destroyed their largest ship and how to wipe out all mankind. Samantha Altera Woodcutter is just one of hundreds who travel to Farnorth, a fortified city they hope will protect them from an evil dragon that burns farmland and kills innocents.
When she gets into trouble with mercenaries along the way, Samantha kills a dragon in revenge for killing her family. Her relentless journey has just begun. In this enduring fantasy story, a beautiful half-demon, half-dragon embarks on a mission to avenge her family's death where she quickly realizes that nothing is as it seems. The aliens continue to search
Freddy's mind to find out how he destroyed their largest ship. It finds out about the earth-destroying disaster that is about to happen and panic, and Freddy finds that the disaster was not what he thought; it's worse. Freddy starts the world on a path that will either spiral out of control or save humanity from itself. Will Freddy succeed? Time will tell. If he
doesn't, life as you know it will never be the same. Charles, born a crown prince, is the black sheep of the royal family. Through penalties, which include most extra time on the training field being beaten by both staff and sword masters, Charles becomesa champion himself. As he shows signs of extreme intelligence, Charles is led on a dangerous and painful
journey to places only the gods know and understand. As he fights demons—undead and worse—to achieve the desire of his heart, Charles makes a necessary decision that destroys his life, causes his exile from his beloved country and asks for praise as a hero. But what no one knows is that at the age of fourteen he is now more powerful and deadlier than
ever had expected. In the days of dragons and magic, demons and the undead, were elves and pixies times when man was not the best of creatures. Sometimes the good was no more than the bad ones, and nothing was as it seemed. Then again, isn't this true for all ages on every planet? Book two describes some of the problems of living in a world of
magic. In most stories it is good and evil. Only you can decide which one is which. It depends on which way yourtenncies lean. At this time I have a book on the editors: 1. Book 4 in the Chronicles of Freddy Anderson is about to be written.2. Book 3 in Epic Series is on the editor and due in December 2020. Swords and sorcery are about warriors, wizards,
scammers, clergy, adventure parties and fairy tales. It was written to help readers image in their minds the kind of adventurer one may have encountered at a time when dragons flew overhead and every turn could bring a deadly surprise. Every type of adventurer is at a certain point in his life, some just the beginning and some very powerful. This book was
written for children everywhere, be it ten or a hundred years. Chronicles of Freddy Anderson's Book 1. Chronicles of Freddy Anderson's Book 2. Born Longview, Washington, The American genre is this you? Let us know. If not, help and invite John to Goodreads. Hier können Sie die Bücher des Autors John Ricks sehen. en Finding a Hero - More Tales of
Sword and Sorcery: Book 2 a Making of a God - Epic Adventures —Book 1 a Colossus - Freddy Anderson Chronicles Book 3 a Freddy Anderson's Home - Book 1 a Sword and Sorcery - Short Stories Book 1 Skip to main content Skip the carousel carousel earlier carousel next next next
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